
PROGRAMA EOIES
INT B1

DEPARTAMENT D'ANGLÈS

Nom:_________________________________________________________ Grup:_________________________

COMPRENSIÓ DE TEXTOS ESCRITS. (Verb Tenses)

Read the following email and fill in the blanks with the right tense and form of the
verbs in brackets.

Hi Geri, hi Matt,

How are you? I'm so sorry I (0) missed (miss) your birthday party on Saturday, Geri. I had to work at the

weekend. (1) ... (you / get) my present? Was the party good?

Anyway, I (2) ... (need) some advice. My flatmate, Suzy, (3) ... (buy) a house a couple of months ago so

she moved out. I advertised the room and a colleague from work, Hilary, moved in. Everything was fine

for the first month, but then, a few weeks ago, she started going out with another person from work; a

man called Dave.

The problem is that now he (4) ... (spend) a lot of his free time at our house! A few days ago I came

home early from work and guess who (5) ... (sit) on my sofa, watching TV... yes, him! He had the day off

and he (6) ... (have) a key! I was very annoyed, but I (7) ... (not say) anything.

Then, yesterday I got a promotion. I was really excited, but I (8) ... (just / find out) that I (9) ... (be)

Dave's boss! This is going to make the situation worse!

Have you got any advice? If you help me, I promise I (10) ... (invite) you both to a round of beers!

Love,

Sara
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1. Did you get 6.had

2. need 7. didn't say

3. bought 8. have just found out

4. is spending 9. am going to be

5. was sitting 10. will invite


